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A REVOLUTIONARY
TOOL
GCON4 MFL is an innovative, indispensable
tool to streamline and significantly reduce the
time to perform data migration and
management of the leading ERP solution, Unit4
ERP (formerly known as Unit4 Business World /
Agresso / UBW). 



User sets up the
master files,

associated relations
& flexi-fields in 

Unit4 ERP

GCON4 MFL
generates excel

templates based on
Unit4 ERP´s

configuration.

User completes 
the excel

templates.

User imports & updates
master files and

transactional data,
associated relations,

flexi-fields and
document archives in 

a single step.

HOW IT WORKS



BENEFITS

MIGRATES
RAPIDLY

With an easy-to-use
interface, GCON4 MFL

enables you to bulk
import, update and

validate master files
and transactional data
including all associated

flexi-fields, relations,
and document archives

easily and rapidly,
within a single step. 

UPDATES / ADDS
INSTANTLY

GCON4 MFL enables
users to bulk update
existing Unit4 ERP
data or to add new
ones easily without

taking days to change
the records
individually. 

DATA 
INTEGRITY 

GCON4 MFL makes
sure all import data is
thoroughly validated
and highlighted with
details of any errors

found before the
upload. 

TIME & COST
SAVINGS

GCON4 MFL boosts
productivity and
efficiency in your

workplace and results
in significantly reduced
ERP implementation &
management time and

costs.



FEATURES

FLEXI-FIELDS &
RELATIONS

Unit4 ERP look
and feel.

Integrated menu
access with Unit4
ERP.

Compatible with
Unit4 ERP 7.7

INTEGRATED INTO
UNIT4 ERP WEB

 

Queue-based load

MFL Server
Process

Customize your
report variants

SERVER
PROCESS

THIRD-PARTY
SOFTWARE

INTEGRATION

GCON4 MFL acts as a
tool for integration

between a third-party
software with 

Unit4 ERP.

DOCUMENT
ARCHIVE

Ability to associate
document archives to

transactions.

Bulk upload and
update of any
flexi-field.

Bulk upload and
update of any
relations.



FEATURES

Ability to upload and
update transactional

data (GL, AR, AP).

TRANSACTIONS

Ability to upload daily
exchange rates

automatically without
any human

interventions.

EXCHANGE
RATES

Ability to specify the
access rights of each
user for every master

files.

USER ACCESS
RIGHTS

INTELLIGENT
EXCEL SHEETS

Ability to indicate on
the excel sheet, the
incorrect attribute

values in red and the
correct ones in green

MULTILINGUAL

Ability to upload
multilingual

descriptions. 



Third Party Software Integration Engine

DATA READY TO UPLOAD

Exchange rates
Forms
Roles
Role/Client Association
Users
User/Role Association
User/Client Association
User/Resource
Association
User Defined Attribute

ADMIN
Assets
Accounts
Customers
Customer Groups
Customer Payment
Recipients
Forms
Goods Received
Product
Product/Purchase
Price Association
Purchase Orders
Requisitions

Activity
Forms
Personnel Work Schedule
Projects
Resources (Personnel)
Resource/Supplier
Association
Suppliers
Supplier Groups
User defined attribute
Work Orders
Work Schedule

PROJECTS
Applicant
Balance
Balance Value Reference
Course
Course event
Forms
Pay Scale
Pay Steps
Payment Dispatch
Payment & Deduction
Personnel Cost
Distribution
Personnel Employment
Personnel Work
Schedule
Position
Position/Role
Association

Purchase Order
Amendment
Sales Orders
Stock Entry
Stock
Withdrawal
Suppliers
Supplier Groups
Supplier
Payment
Recipients
Transactions
(GL, AR, AP)
User Defined
Attribute

FINANCE HR
Position Code
Rate
Rate Value
Reference
Resources
(Personnel)
Resource/Supplier
Association
Resource/Next of
Kin Association
Suppliers
Supplier Groups
Training need
User Defined
Attribute
Work Schedule

Document Archive + Flexi-fields + Relations



Hear it from our clients

"Just the process to import users saved
us around four or five days using GCON4

MFL over the traditional methods we
used. Had we used the solution from the
start, it could have saved us months and
not just days. Our only regret is that we

didn’t find the solution earlier!"

- Ken Edwards, Senior Systems Accountant, 
Cancer Research UK

“We are very happy to have used GCON4
MFL because it has given us total

confidence in the data that was being
uploaded and has helped to significantly
reduce the implementation time and cost
of Unit4 ERP. We are also grateful for the

great support given by GCON4 in using
the tool to ensure a smooth data

migration. “

- Mario Andres Velasquez, Project Manager, 
CIAT

"We are happy to have invested in GCON4
MFL and can see real benefits as an
organization in using this software.

GCON4 is happy to help with any issues
and has a rapid response time when any
has been discovered. Also speaking to
them you can see the passion for the
product and hearing about their Road

Map for the future is very exciting with
lots of possibilities.”

- Paul Nelson, ERP Implementation Consultant,
Places for People



Hear it from our clients

"GCON4 MFL tool is a powerful and
essential part of our Unit4 ERP tool kit.

This addition has greatly enhanced
productivity allowing our team to refocus
on other critical activities. SWIB realized

increased efficiencies, including the
elimination of time-consuming manual

updates and improved data quality."

- Heather Dobson, Senior Advanced Financial
Accountant, SWIB

“GCON4 MFL was crucial to our
implementation of Unit4 ERP, to load
large amounts of data that otherwise

would have been entered manually and
would have needed a large amount of

resources!"

- Nathalie Lauzon, HRFS System Support Specialist,
Canada Council for the Arts

"We are extremely pleased with the
GCON4 MFL software. It has meant that

many disparate processes have been
streamlined and unified, saving staff time

and effort as well as reducing errors. ”

- Simon Talbot, Accountant, Woodland Trust



Hear it from our clients

"Thanks to GCON4 MFL, we achieved full
automation on various business

processes and faster load time on
spending authority flexi-fields."

- Ivan Tang, Project Manager, Metro Vancouver

“We are happy to have used GCON4 MFL
because it is useful to us in the

institution for massive processes!"

- Libia Karina Gonzales Marin, IT Programmer,
Unifranz University

“GCON4 MFL improves our speed and
accuracy during the US Open Enrollment
Process for all employees for importing
their selected benefits from our service

provider."

- Alan Jones, Technology Architect, Heifer
International



info@gcon4.com

EmailConsult Us
Contact us for any inquiries. We are happy to
help you improve your business processes.

Follow Us
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